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Long-Tailed Semi-Supervised Learning (LTSSL)
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Three typical types of class distribution of unlabeled data

Common semi-supervised learning method: FixMatch

Labeled(Cross-entropy)
+

Unlabeled(Consistency regularization)

Recent progress on SSL has 
revealed promising performance in 

various tasks

However, most existing SSL 
algorithms assume the datasets 

are class-balanced



Adaptive Consistency Regularizer (ACR)
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Two findings: 
1) Pseudo-labels biased towards minority classes can benefit the classifier learning; 
2) Pseudo-label distribution that approximates the true distribution helps learn better feature extractor.

Standard branch

Refine the original pseudo-labels to 
match the true class distribution of 
unlabeled data and enhance their 

accuracy

Balanced branch

Adjust pseudo-labels appropriately 
biased toward the minority class via 

logit adjustment



Adaptive Consistency Regularizer (ACR)
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For labeled data

Balanced branch

Standard branch

Consistency Loss

Estimated distribution 
for unlabeled data by 

EMA

Standard branch: Cross-entropy

Balanced branch: Balanced Softmax

For unlabeled data



Adaptive Consistency Regularizer (ACR)
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Calculate distances to each 
anchor distribution

con Anchor distribution for consistent

uni

rev

Anchor distribution for uniform

Anchor distribution for reversed

est Estimated distribution for unlabeled data



Adaptive Consistency Regularizer (ACR)
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Sample mask generation

In this way, we can
(1) select more samples for the minority classes by considering the balanced branch's 

output; 
(2) obtain more confident samples through the newly constructed sample mask, which 

is beneficial for consistency loss to work.

Sample mask for        in balanced branch
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 Softmax function

Indicator function

Predefined threshold

Distribution of labeled data



Experimental Results
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Test accuracy for consistent setting

ACR outperforms all algorithms even though most these methods are particularly developed based 
on the assumption that labeled and unlabeled data share the same class distribution



Experimental Results
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Test accuracy for inconsistent settings

Test accuracy on ImageNet-127



Experimental Results
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Confusion matricesThe precision and recall of 
pseudo-labels



Experimental Results
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More settings:

Ablation studies:

The t-SNE visualization:



Conclusion
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We presents a simple and effective method by minimizing the adaptive 
consistency regularizer (ACR) for long-tailed semi-supervised learning with 
unknown class distributions of the unlabeled data.

◼ Benefit classifier learning by generating pseudo-labels that are properly 

biased towards minority classes.

◼ Benefit representation learning by generating pseudo-labels whose 

distribution approximates the true class distribution.
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